CENTRELLA®
SMART+ BED TIPS

GRAPHICAL CAREGIVER INTERFACE (GCI)® TOUCHSCREEN

SCALE OPERATIONS
Zerosing the Scale:
• Select the Scale icon on the Navigation Menu on the GCI touchscreen.
• Select Zero. Select “New Patient” or “Re-Zero” for same patient.

New Patient Zero:
• Clears previous patient weight history
• Zeros the scale
• Resets bed to facility’s default settings
Re-Zero:
• Keeps patient weight history and bed settings customized for that patient.
• Zeros the scale

AUDIBLE ALERTS
Two Types of Audible Alerts:
• Single Beep: Activity was performed successfully (i.e., when the bed reaches the lowest position).
• Triple Beep: Attention is needed, look at the message on the GCI Touchscreen for more information (i.e., when you attempt to use control that is locked-out).

SIDERAIL PROTOCOL STATUS
To Adjust Siderail Protocol:
• Select the Setting Menu control on the Navigation Menu of the home screen and select the Bed Features control.
• Select Rail Protocol and configure rail protocol followed by your facility and select Accept.
• The siderail protocol is reset to facility default when when the bed is zeroed for New Patient.

Note:
• The siderail protocol is based on your facility’s policy.

INTELLIDRIVE® POWERED TRANSPORT*
To Activate IntellIDrive® Powered Transport:
• Unplug the power cord and set the brake pedal to Steer (green pedal down).
• As the drive wheel lowers, the indicator on the Transport Pod flashes green. When the wheel has lowered completely, the indicator turns solid green and a single beep will sound.
• Select down on one of the black enable switches on the underside of the blue push handles. Apply pressure to the handles to move the bed either forward or backward.
• To Deactivate IntellIDrive® Powered Transport:
• Set to Brake or Neutral, or plug the bed into power.

AIR MATTRESS CONTROLS*
Three Mattress Modes:
• Normal Mode: Provides continuous full-body pressure redistribution for patients.
• Max Inflata Mode: Maximizes firmness of the surface, for 15 minutes, to assist in patient handling and repositioning.
• Turn Assist: Helps the caregiver turn the patient to the left or right. This can be used for procedures such as patient positioning and linen changes.

Navigate to Different Mattress Modes:
• Select the patient mattress icon.
• Select the most appropriate setting for your patient.

Note:
• For proper operation, there must be a minimum of 32 kgs (70 lbs) on the surface.

Pro Tip:
• Press and hold Adj Bed Button to adjust the head-of-bed, knees and foot angle to the required position.
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Learn more at hillrom.com.